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Abstract: Cervical tissue hydration level is one of the most important parameters to monitor in the 14 
early diagnosis of pre-term birth. Electrical impedance spectroscopy-based techniques are often 15 
used but they suffer from limited accuracy. Open microwave coaxial probes have been widely used 16 
as a broadband dielectric characterization technique for human tissue samples for its versatility, but 17 
with limited accuracy due to its non-resonant nature. In this work, a resonant microwave open co- 18 
axial probe with multiple harmonic resonances is proposed as a sensing platform for tissue hydra- 19 
tion level monitoring. Mechanical design was analyzed and verified by finite-element full 3-D elec- 20 
tromagnetic simulation and experiments. Dominant sources of errors and the ways to mitigate them 21 
were discussed. In vitro experiments were carried out with human cervix samples to verify the pre- 22 
cision and accuracy, by comparing the results to a commercial skin hydration sensor. The proposed 23 
sensor shows mean fractional frequency shift of (3.3±0.3)*10-4 per unit % over the entire data. This 24 
translates into an absolute frequency shift (Δ𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁) of 252±23 kHz/%, 455±41 kHz/%, and 647±57 25 
kHz/% at 2nd, 4th, and 6th harmonic resonance, respectively.   26 

Keywords: Harmonic resonance; microwave; preterm birth; sensing; tissue hydration. 27 
 28 

 29 

1. Introduction 30 
Every year, an estimated 15 million babies are born preterm, defined as 37 completed 31 

weeks of gestation [1]; this is more than 1 in 10 babies and is rapidly rising. Spontaneous 32 
preterm birth and the relevant complications are responsible for about 1 million deaths in 33 
2015, becoming the leading cause of death among children under 5 years of age [2]. Un- 34 
fortunately, the majority of survivors end up experiencing life-long developmental delay 35 
with breathing, vision, and hearing problems [3].  36 

Microstructural changes to the cervix such as cervical softening, shortening and di- 37 
lation, are known to be common indicators of preterm birth [4]. Tissue hydration, collagen 38 
structure and tissue elasticity progressively change with cervical microstructure change 39 
as pregnancy progresses [5][6].  40 

Tissue hydration can be measured and monitored in several direct and indirect meth- 41 
ods: (1) Dilution techniques based on laboratory analysis of a tracer concentration in blood 42 
and urine samples [7], (2) biological impedance and conductance methods, including sin- 43 
gle frequency bioelectrical impedance analysis [8] and biological impedance 44 
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spectroscopy, which measures resistance and reactance over wide range of frequencies 45 
[9][10], (3) total body electrical conductivity using a solenoid that generates a time-varying 46 
electromagnetic field and eddy currents [11]. There were some attempts in development 47 
of segmental bioelectrical impedance methods, however, their accuracy was not adequate 48 
[12]. Medical imaging techniques, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultra- 49 
sonography, are potentially sensitive to water content in the tissue and are widely used 50 
for visualization of internal structures and finding lesions, but not for assessment of water 51 
content [13][14]. However, despite attempts to use water-selective modes in contrast MRI 52 
[15][16], in general, the imaging techniques are not suitable for quantitative evaluation of 53 
water content. Nuclear magnetic resonance analysis of microwave-dried meat samples 54 
[17] was used for fast determination of fat and water content but is not suitable for in vivo 55 
experiments. The same applies to optical infrared reflectance spectroscopy [18]. Optical 56 
digital imaging is easy and straightforward, but imprecise and semi-quantitative [19]. 57 
Electrical impedance spectroscopy has shown little clinical utility [20], and acoustic atten- 58 
uation measurement requires tissue homogeneity and shows wide intra-subject variabil- 59 
ity [21]. Stromal differentiation using Raman spectroscopy is expensive and semi-quanti- 60 
tative [22].  61 

Magnetic induction spectroscopy is another emerging technique that shows promis- 62 
ing results in cervical tissue measurements [23]-[25]. Some commercial instruments are 63 
able to measure the water content of the skin, based on conductance measurements, such 64 
as Skicon (I.B.S. Co., Ltd, Japan), or capacitance, such as Corneometer® (Courage Khazaka 65 
electronic GmbH, Germany) and NOVA Dermal Phase Meter (Nova Technology Corpo- 66 
ration, USA) [26]. Such corneometers are claimed to have ±3% accuracy over the measure- 67 
ment frequency of 0.9 – 1.2 MHz [27].  68 

Microwave dielectric spectroscopy is a useful and powerful technique in the charac- 69 
terization, sensing, and monitoring of human tissue properties for its key advantages such 70 
as nondestructive, noninvasive, and label-free measurements, as well as rapid and fo- 71 
cused power delivery capability for therapeutic applications [28]-[37]. The high dielectric 72 
constant of water produces high dielectric contrast when combined with other materials, 73 
such as human tissues, therefore making dielectric spectroscopy a strong candidate for 74 
cervix tissue hydration monitoring.  75 

The commonly-used microwave cavity perturbation technique would provide high 76 
accuracy at a selected frequency among available dielectric characterization methods, but 77 
it requires bulky resonator and specific sample shape and volume, therefore it is not suit- 78 
able for in vivo sensing and monitoring [38][39]. Although less accurate due to its non- 79 
resonant nature, the coaxial reflectance probe is best suited for lossy samples such as liq- 80 
uids and malleable samples for its contact-based sensing mechanism and broadband char- 81 
acteristics. Therefore, it has been a popular choice for several decades in biological tissue 82 
characterization [40]-[53]. A novel coupling technique allowed transmission measure- 83 
ments from one end of a half-wavelength coaxial resonator, which improved the dynamic 84 
range while allowing the evanescent field at the sample-end of the resonator [54]-[60]. 85 
Combination of high accuracy from the resonator-based perturbation mechanism, con- 86 
venience of open coaxial probe and its form factor, and broadband information obtained 87 
from harmonic resonances will constitute an ideal technique for non-invasive in vivo cer- 88 
vix tissue hydration monitoring.  89 

Design, mechanical construction, and characterization via simulation and measure- 90 
ment of the 2-port coaxial harmonic resonance probe and relevant factors that affects ac- 91 
curacy are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 includes the details of sample preparation, test 92 
procedure, and data processing routine. The results comparing the proposed technique 93 
and the commercial Corneometer® are summarized and discussed in Section 4, followed 94 
by conclusions in Section 5. 95 

2. Probe Design and Characterization 96 
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2.1. Advantages of 2-port transmission measurement 97 
The complex permittivity of the samples under test are measured by their perturba- 98 

tion of the electric field at the open end of the coaxial resonator. There are several ad- 99 
vantages of choosing the transmission (2-port) over the reflection (1-port) technique for 100 
resonator measurements of material properties. The main advantage is that it is possible 101 
to use weak coupling, which allows much simpler conversion of loaded quality factor to 102 
unloaded quality factor without the need for careful calibration. A weak coupling also 103 
means that the coupling structure does not perturb the electromagnetic field within the 104 
resonator, therefore minimizing the impact of the coupling structures in the material prop- 105 
erties extraction. Another huge advantage is that, similar to a resonant cavity, in the 2- 106 
port measurement technique the dielectric properties of the sample can be extracted by 107 
simple ‘relative’ measurement between air and sample. This allows us to avoid solving a 108 
complicated inverse problem (that is, calculating dielectric properties from the measured 109 
admittance) and reduce the requirement of the vector network analyzer and calibration 110 
procedure [61]-[63]. In other words, we can simply utilize a low-cost scalar network ana- 111 
lyzer in extracting complex permittivity, so it is possible to design a miniaturized portable 112 
diagnostic system around the resonator. 113 

2.2. 2-port Harmonic Resonance Coaxial Probe Design 114 
 115 
To avoid any non-TEM modes and to ensure broadband operation, the cross-sec- 116 

tional dimensions of the probe should be much smaller than the wavelength. As shown 117 
in Figure 1, PTFE-filled RG401 (inner conductor diameter 1.63±0.03 mm, outer conductor 118 
6.35±0.03 mm) 50 Ω coaxial cable is chosen in the design for several reasons, but mainly 119 
for its wide availability, low cost, and rigidity for cervix tissue hydration monitoring ap- 120 
plication. Both ends of the coaxial cable are cut and flattened to form half-wavelength 121 
resonator, where one end will be in touch with the sample-under-test while the opposite 122 
end will have input and output coupling ports. A small hole (e.g., radius of 2mm) is re- 123 
quired at the outer conductor and the PTFE of the coaxial cable at port 2 location in Figure 124 
1 (a) to allow coupling. The relationship between the length and resonant frequencies can 125 
be defined as follows [39],  126 

 127 
𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁 = 𝑁𝑁

2𝑙𝑙
∙ 𝑐𝑐

√𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟
 ,          (1) 128 

 129 
where 𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁 is the harmonic resonant frequency, l is the length of the coaxial resonator, N is 130 
the harmonic number (defined to be the number of half wavelengths along the length), c 131 
is the speed of light in vacuo and 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 is the relative permittivity of the dielectric filler ma- 132 
terial (PTFE). According to (1), a length of 300 mm gives a fundamental resonant fre- 133 
quency of about 350 MHz, with higher order harmonics at integer multiples of the funda- 134 
mental frequency. This length allows the investigation of the dielectric properties of the 135 
target sample-under-test (i.e. water-based tissues) over RF (low N) and the lower micro- 136 
wave frequency range (high N).  137 

 138 

 139 

(a) 140 
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 141 

(b) 142 

Figure 1. Mechanical construction of the 2-port coaxial harmonic resonance probe. (a) Coaxial reso- 143 
nator formed from an open-ended coaxial cable (RG401, with material diameters shown), and (b) 144 
3D CAD model of the complete coaxial resonant probe with break view in the length of coaxial 145 
cable. Cross-section A-A shows the detailed coupling structure inside the aluminum fixture that 146 
hosts two SMA connectors and the RG401 cable (All units in mm). 147 

Capacitive coupling to the electric field (E-field), as shown schematically with the red 148 
arrows in Fig. 1 (a), is made at one end of the cable using a short, extruded inner conductor 149 
of an SMA connector, and the sample is placed at the other end. As illustrated in Figure 1 150 
(b), a rectangular aluminum fixture (15x15x25 mm3) is used to hold the coaxial cable and 151 
two coupling ports of the SMA connectors. Since the coaxial cable is open circuit at each 152 
end, the E-field in each resonant mode is maximum at both ends, yielding effective micro- 153 
wave coupling that increases with increasing frequency, and effective E-field coupling to 154 
the sample for assessment of its dielectric properties. To achieve weak coupling, as dis- 155 
cussed in the previous section, the gap between the inner conductor of the coaxial resona- 156 
tor and each coupling port (Gap_in and Gap_out) were adjusted so that both port 1 and 2 157 
have symmetric coupling strength and produce insertion loss (S21) of 30 dB at the funda- 158 
mental resonant frequency. This requires Gap_in and Gap_out to be about 1 mm. The dis- 159 
tance between the two ports (Distance) is chosen to be 13mm so that there is little direct 160 
coupling between two ports. Due to this unique coupling structure, one of the harmonic 161 
resonances (e.g., N = 10) is diminished when the distance equates to the quarter wave- 162 
length of that specific harmonic frequency. This will be further investigated with the aid 163 
of 3D finite element simulation in the next section. 164 

2.3. Simulation and Characterization 165 
The E-field magnitude along the length and inside of the coaxial resonant probe for 166 

the first four modes (N is the mode number) calculated and illustrated in Figure 2 based 167 
on the theoretical expression for electric field, i.e. simple sinusoids of degreasing wave- 168 
length (Scale: red is high, purple is low). Both ends of the coaxial cable are assumed to be 169 
an open circuit, hence Figure 2 shows maximum E-field at these ends 170 

 171 

 172 

N = 1,   350 MHz

N = 2,   700 MHz

N = 3,   1050 MHz

N = 4,   1400 MHz
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Figure 2. Calculated E-field distribution of the first four modes within an open-ended coaxial resonator (Scale: 173 
red is high, purple is low). 174 

The probe in full 3D geometry is also simulated in COMSOL Multiphysics by using 175 
the model illustrated in Figure 1 and the E-field distribution is plotted at 350 MHz (N=1) 176 
in Figure 3 (a) and (b), and at 1400 MHz (N=4) in Figure 3 (c), respectively. The model is a 177 
one-to-one replica of the fabricated probe, including input and output ports for frequency 178 
domain analysis, except that the aluminum fixture is not considered as it does not affect 179 
the results. The sample on the right-hand side of the probe is set to a cylinder of air (𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 180 
1), and 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 2 is used for PTFE. The outer conductor of the coaxial probe is set to have a 181 
Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) boundary. The E-field scale is adjusted, somewhat exag- 182 
gerated, for better illustration with red indicating high E-field and blue indicating low E- 183 
field. As shown in Figure 3 (a), the sample under test interacts with the evanescent E-field 184 
at the proximity of the open-ended coaxial probe tip. This volume of interaction deter- 185 
mines the sample size and thickness. The sample needs to be thick enough so that all 186 
available fields in the vicinity of the probe are located inside the sample under test. Prac- 187 
tically the material thickness of four times the aperture diameter is recommended. Figure 188 
3 (b) and (c) illustrates the electric field distribution within the coaxial probe for funda- 189 
mental and fourth harmonic resonant frequencies, respectively. 190 

 191 

(a) 192 

 193 

(b) 194 

 195 

(c) 196 

Figure 3. Full 3D simulation results modelled by using COMSOL Multiphysics. E-field distribution 197 
within the resonator and fringing field inside the sample is plotted (a) at 350 MHz (N=1) zoomed in 198 
to show the probe-sample boundary, (b) at 350 MHz (N=1), and (c) at 1400 MHz (N=4). 199 

Simulated and measured broadband transmission characteristics with air and water 200 
as sample are shown in the frequency domain in Figure 4, illustrating the harmonic reso- 201 
nances at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency of 350 MHz. For water simula- 202 
tion, specific water model of H2O (Water)[liquid, distilled, 2 to 50GHz, tested at 25C 203 
(298K)] was used from COMSOL Material Library. In Figure 4 (a), the blue dotted line 204 
with empty square symbol is the COMSOL Multiphysics simulation for an air-terminated 205 
coaxial resonant probe. The black solid line with solid squares is the experimental result 206 
for the air terminated probe, showing almost perfect agreement with the simulation, and 207 

Sample High

Low

Port 1

Port 2

EmaxEminEmax
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the red dashed line with solid triangle is the experimental result when the end of the probe 208 
is fully immersed in de-ionized water. The purple dotted line with empty triangle shows 209 
the simulated water response, where the discrepancy comes from the difference in mate- 210 
rial properties. All experimental data are taken using a vector network analyzer (Keysight 211 
Fieldfox N9923A). A bespoke LabVIEW program (National Instruments) is used to record 212 
and extract continuous changes in resonant frequency, 3dB (half-power) bandwidth and 213 
peak power at resonance for each resonant mode. With water as the sample under test, 214 
for each mode, the resonant frequency shifts downwards, the 3dB bandwidth increases 215 
and there is a decrease in the peak power level. We expect the amount of frequency shift 216 
and increase in 3 dB bandwidth to be proportional to the amount of water content in the 217 
sample. Figure 4 (b) shows harmonic resonant modes up to the 5th harmonic resonance.  218 

At the frequency where the distance between the two coupling ports equates to the 219 
quarter-wavelength, in this case at 3500 MHz, the E-field minimum will be aligned with 220 
port 2 so that this mode is suppressed. This is clearly visible from the inset field distribu- 221 
tion in Figure 4 (c), which shows broadband characteristics including 22 harmonic reso- 222 
nances up to 8 GHz. Since there are many modes with high quality factor available and 223 
the probe is intended to be used for tissue hydration monitoring, this missing null is not 224 
critical in investigating the broadband dielectric properties of water-based tissue samples. 225 

 226 

 227 

(a)        (b) 228 

 229 

(c) 230 

Figure 4. Simulation (air) and measurement (air and water) results, (a) at the fundamental resonant 231 
frequency of 350 MHz, (b) up to 2 GHz showing 5 harmonic resonances, and (c) broadband response 232 
up to 8 GHz including 22 harmonic resonances, measured with and without water. Inset is the field 233 
distribution at 3500 MHz (N=10) zoomed in around the two coupling ports.  234 
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Table I summarizes the measured characteristics of the coaxial resonant probe when 235 
it is air-terminated, where each column of Frequency, f0, Bandwidth, and Loss indicates 236 
expected harmonic resonant frequencies, measured harmonic resonant frequencies, 3 dB 237 
bandwidth, and peak insertion loss, respectively. QL and Q0 indicate loaded and unloaded 238 
quality factors. The unloaded quality factor of each mode varies from a minimum of 351 239 
to maximum of 754, allowing us to measure the change in tissue hydration level with 240 
enough fidelity.  241 

Table 1. Measured (Air) results of the harmonic resonance coaxial probe. 242 

 243 

 244 
 245 
 246 

3. Experiment 247 

3.1. Sample Collection and Preparation 248 
Human cervical samples were obtained following hysterectomies for benign gynae- 249 

cological conditions not affecting the cervix at the Royal Hallamshire Hospital (Sheffield 250 
Teaching Hospitals, National Health Service Foundation Trust, U.K.). Patients gave in- 251 
formed written consent before the operation for use of a portion of the extirpated cervical 252 
tissue for research as approved by the North Sheffield research ethics committee (Ref- 253 
08/H1310/35) admissions procedure. Cervical samples were stored in sterile PBS supple- 254 
mented with Penicillin-Streptomycin and Fungizone in 4 °C. The area of the samples var- 255 
ied between 2 x 2 cm2 and 4 x 4 cm2. Figure 5 shows an example of the cervical tissue 256 
sample. The cervical samples were 5 - 6 days old when used for experiments. For refer- 257 
ence, anonymized batch numbers of the four tested cervical samples were sample A 258 
(030215), sample B (DT6070), sample C (WE4388), and sample D (180318).  259 
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 260 
Figure 5. Cervix tissue sample with a ruler (left unit is in cm). 261 

3.2. Experimental Setup and Test Procedure 262 
The experimental setup consisted of the proposed resonant coaxial probe, a vector 263 

network analyzer (FieldFox, Keysight Technologies, Santa Rosa, USA) that is controlled 264 
by LabVIEW user interface on a laptop computer, and a Corneometer as a reference hy- 265 
dration measurement. The setup is shown in Figure 6 (a). The outer conductor of the res- 266 
onant coaxial probe (copper part) was coated with Parylene (Para Tech Coating Ltd., 267 
Northampton, UK) to avoid any contamination of samples. On the day of the experiment, 268 
each sample piece was weighed immediately after removing from storage container using 269 
electronic lab micro balance. This initial weight was later referred to as 100% hydration 270 
and the samples were left to go through natural drying processes. Each sample was then 271 
weighed at every time point, before the microwave measurements were taken, and hy- 272 
dration level was later calculated as fraction of its initial weight. Additionally, the Cor- 273 
neometer (model MDD4 with CM825 probe, Courage + Khazaka electronic GmbH, Köln, 274 
Germany) was used and the moisture on the surface of the tissue was also recorded. Cor- 275 
neometer measurements were repeated 6 times at each time point to calculate average and 276 
standard deviation.  277 

Each piece of cervical sample was placed on a micro balance (Pocket balance TEE, 278 
KERN & SOHN GmbH, Germany) which acted as a force sensor, as shown in Figure 6 (b). 279 
The probe was lowered and pressed against the sample with force of 5.0 ± 0.5 g. Up to the 280 
11th harmonic resonances (N=11, from 350 MHz to 3850 MHz) were collected except for 281 
the diminished 10th harmonic component due to the reason explained previously. 15 meas- 282 
urements were taken at each harmonic resonance every 30 min for the duration of 3 to 48 283 
hours (when dry or the water contents drops to below 40%) at room temperature. 284 

 285 

(a) 286 
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 287 

(b) 288 

Figure 6. (a) Experimental setup, and (b) detailed resonant coaxial probe measurement setup in- 289 
cluding cervical tissue sample placed on a micro balance to monitor contact pressure.   290 

3.2. Potential Confounders and Mitigation 291 
There are two main types of errors, one is measurement technique-dependent, and 292 

the other is sample-dependent. As we discussed in Section II. A, one major advantage of 293 
the proposed technique is that it does not require calibration of the test instrument (e.g., 294 
vector network analyzer) because it is a ‘relative’ measurement technique similar to the 295 
resonant cavity perturbation method. A few of the most significant sample-dependent er- 296 
rors include temperature and other atmospheric conditions, probe-sample pressure in- 297 
cluding quality of probe-sample contact and sample heterogeneity [28]. 298 

 299 
3.2.1 Temperature and humidity 300 

It is well known that the dielectric properties are temperature dependent, therefore, 301 
the room temperature was carefully monitored during the experiment. The room temper- 302 
ature and the humidity were controlled within 21.3±0.7 °C and 31.6±1.1 %, respectively, 303 
over the course of the experiment. Temperature dependence not only applies to the sam- 304 
ple under test but also to the dielectric materials comprising the probe itself. In addition 305 
to this, the metallic components will also contract and expand according to the tempera- 306 
ture, therefore affecting the resonance parameters. To characterize the temperature de- 307 
pendence of the fabricated resonant coaxial probe, the air-terminated probe (i.e., no sam- 308 
ple) was placed inside an incubator (Memmert Cooled incubator, 5-70 °C) and a temper- 309 
ature ramp experiment was carried out over the range of 20 to 40 °C while continuously 310 
collecting the resonance parameters (f0, bandwidth, loss, Q). To minimize the opening in 311 
the hysteresis curve due to temperature lag during a series of temperature ramp experi- 312 
ments, the temperature was varied from 20 °C to 40 °C and back to 20 °C over a period of 313 
12 hours, while continuously collecting the resonance parameters. For example, through 314 
linear regression analysis between temperature and resonant frequency, a temperature 315 
coefficient of N×(26.3±1.1) kHz/ºC was obtained, where N is the harmonic number, and 316 
was used in calibrating out the temperature dependence of the probe. 317 

 318 
3.2.2. Quality of probe-sample contact 319 

As shown in Figure 6, the resonant coaxial probe was placed vertically on a linear 320 
stage to ensure repeatable and consistent probe-sample contact pressure. The open-end of 321 
the coaxial sensor was directly above the sample and z-axis movement was used to move 322 
the probe up and down. A piece of sample on a glass slide was placed on a micro balance 323 
to monitor the probe-tissue contact pressure, as shown in Figure 7. The probe was moved 324 

Resonant 
coaxial probe

Cervix tissue 
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Micro balance

Vector network 
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down to make a contact with a sample until the same force was applied in every contact, 325 
i.e., when the weight on display reached 5.0 ± 0.5 g, to minimize any airgap between the 326 
probe and the sample and achieve consistent quality of contact. 327 

 328 

 329 
Figure 7. A photo showing cervix tissue-probe contact.   330 

 331 

4. Data Analysis and Results 332 
A basic concept of microwave perturbation in the assessment of hydration of the 333 

sample is summarized in Figure 8. The change in resonant frequency Δf and power level 334 
ΔP are calculated, referenced to the air-terminated probe, for each resonant mode. Reso- 335 
nator perturbation theory tells us that the fractional frequency shift, for example, is 336 

 337 
Δ𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁/𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁,𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 ≈ 𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀eff − 1),        (2) 338 
 339 

where A is a dimensionless constant that depends weakly on the mode number N and 𝜀𝜀eff 340 
is the effective dielectric permittivity of the water-borne sample. In (2), Change in the 341 
amount of water in the tissue sample will affect 𝜀𝜀eff, therefore affecting the resonant fre- 342 
quency.  343 

Since the permittivity of water dominates over that of the host tissue material, if the 344 
volume fraction of water is defined to be v, then we may write that Δ𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁/𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁,𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟≈ B + Cv, 345 
where B and C are dimensionless constants with B << C. This allows us to infer v from 346 
simple linear regression. Similar analysis may be performed on the change in power ΔP 347 
or the change in 3dB bandwidth to determine v, but in practice the resonant frequency 348 
shift yields the most reliable and precise data. 349 

 350 

Figure 8. Microwave resonator perturbation diagram between air and sample measurement.  351 

Figure 9 shows water content measurement of the cervical sample A (030215) over 6 352 
hours during which the tissue dried naturally. Regarding the harmonic resonance coaxial 353 
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probe, only data for the even harmonics at 700 MHz (2nd harmonic), 1400 MHz (4th har- 354 
monic) and 2100 MHz (6th harmonic) are shown in each plot but measurements are taken 355 
routinely for the first 9 modes, all showing similar trends. Fractional frequency shift is 356 
plotted since this parameter reflects the effective dielectric constant 𝜀𝜀eff of the sample as 357 
in equation (2), which has only a weak dependence on frequency at these low microwave 358 
frequencies, i.e., over the 1 to 2 GHz range, decreasing slightly with increasing mode num- 359 
ber as shown in Figure 9. As it can be seen from the difference between the relative weight- 360 
based water content and the Corneometer results, the loss of water content was greater on 361 
the surface than the total water loss during the relative weight-based calculation method. 362 
This was expected because the cervical tissue does not have any protective layer, unlike 363 
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polymer casing, would be a convenient geometry for such non-invasive in vivo testing and 447 
form the basis of a medical diagnostic device.  448 
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Appendix A 466 
Fractional frequency shift data can be converted into a relative hydration level (%) 467 

either by simply normalizing a selected harmonic resonance to the base-line fractional 468 
frequency shift value at time t =0, i.e., when the sample was taken out of suspension liquid, 469 
as 100% hydration, or by finding a linear fit equation. Figure A1 shows the comparison of 470 
Corneometer reading and the proposed harmonic resonance coaxial probe measurements 471 
for sample A. For fair comparison, all the Corneometer readings were offset by 17.3% so 472 
the reading at time t=0 matches 100%. Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient for both 473 
measurements seem to be similar while microwave technique shows a little bit more cor- 474 
relation (0.97 compared with 0.92). However, the mean square error (MSE) is much 475 
smaller for the microwave technique, showing half the value of the Corneometer meas- 476 
urements (42 compared with 84), which is also clearly indicated as the grouping in a 477 
smaller area in the Regular Residual plot shown in Figure A1 (b).  478 

 479 

(a)                                                (b) 480 

Figure A1. Accuracy comparison of Corneometer and the harmonic resonant coaxial probe with 481 
respect to weight-based water content for sample A. (a) correlation chart, and (b) regular residual 482 
data after linear fit.   483 
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